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Abstract— Popular music in Indonesia have shown significant evolution and transformations from the 90’s up until the present day. We studied the 1990’s renaissance which devised idiosyncratic and typical styles compared to the 2000’s and ultimately the 2010’s. As the 21st century enables the society to stream music from countless parts of the world, indeed Indonesian music artists do not only compete with the domestic musicians, but also with the musical groups from overseas countries. This study will provide preliminary analysis, insights and facts regarding the trends of popular music from the three eras, to be the basis for predicting the future trends in 2020’s. In the end, this study is expected to contribute insights for academicians, business practitioners and musicians to forecast the future trend, to be able to endure unremittingly in the vastly dynamics popular music market in Indonesia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amongst musical genres, popular music is the most listened music category in Indonesia. Before continuing, the definition of popular music on this study shall first be determined. Several explanations regarding popular music were gathered, for example music written and marketed with the intention of achieving mass distribution and sales now principally in the form of recordings [1]; music having wide appeal, characterized by lightly romantic or sentimental melodies [2]; music appealing to the popular taste, including rock and pop and also soul, reggae, rap, and dance music [3]. Hereafter, on this paper pop music is defined as the category of music which is marketed massively, embedded with the local taste, have wide appeal, which mostly characterized by lightly romantic or sentimental melodies. This study also limit that the popular music scope is Indonesian popular music, delivered by Indonesian artists and usually combines Bahasa Indonesia and English.

In order to support this definition, several most prominent popular pop music artists in Indonesia ranging from the 1980’s, 1990’s, 2000’s, to 2010’s are studied and presented. Rolling Stone Indonesia, as the leading magazine in music entertainment, have formerly listed these prominent and irreparable musicians in the respective era entitled “25 Artis Indonesia Terbesar Sepanjang Masa” [4]. Naming a few ‘oldies’ artists on the early 80’s to early 90’s era which Indonesian modern citizen must be familiar with for instance Ahmad Albar, Bimbo, Titiek Puspa, Koes Plus, Guruh Soekarno Putra, Chrisy, Iwan Fals. Newly born artists in the 90’s such as Padi, Sheila on 7, Dewa 19, Slank, Kahitna, Ungu, Glenn Fredly. Finally, in the 21st century, in the millennium era we have Peterpan, Raisa Andriana, Tulus, Iyana Sarasvati, Judika, RAN, Kerispatih. These artists are known due to their popular songs that are widely spread and listened in Indonesian cities.

There are plentiful of popular music studies in Indonesia, however those that collect information of popular music in multiple eras ranging from 1980’s to 2010’s is still lacking. Therefore, this study aims to expound the historical development of popular music in terms of a number of aspects. We will use several parameters in order to narrow the scope of the patterns and characteristics of popular music. These parameters will later be the basis of suggesting future development of Indonesian pop music. Aspects examined in this study are type of artist (Band, solo, vocal group, etc.), characteristic of the song, and marketing distribution (physical album, digital album, live concert, radio, etc.).

Previous studies regarding the prediction for upcoming trends in the field of popular music, particularly in Indonesia, have been lacking. Before forecasting the future trends, an exploration to the historical development of popular music is presented. In order to explicate general understanding regarding the popular music history from the 80’s to the present date, three aspects will be reviewed and presented on this section which comprises of technological revolution, business model alterations, and the pop songs characteristics that shown similar pattern in the last thirty years. Cross-case analysis is used in this study to distill these characteristics and patterns of popular music through different eras. The result will further be suggested as the basis to forecast future trend of popular music.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Technology

Technology is radically shifting the forms of societal relations among the artist and the listeners. It is since technology be able to evaluate each of the components of a given motion and then reform them. As musical performances became reformed through technology, these communal relations evaporate as well as the artistic meanings related with them. Consequently, a technological aesthetics of music is progressing [5]. In general, the music industry landscape has shown radical changes in the past thirty years. From cassettes, CD’s, MP3’s, and AAC’s digital downloads provided by iTunes [6]. This study argues that the revolution started since the birth of the MP3, July 1994 [7]. Generally, the music industry had been showing
substantial decline in terms of revenue and growth [8]. The rise of the internet is assumed as the main factor that drive the music industry into the present state. Internet and MP3 have driven the current music industry globally, where people can stream music without costs anytime and anywhere they like [9]. Consequently, the importance of acknowledging the effect of technological advance on the music industry shall be the main point of record companies [9].

B. Business Model

The landscape of music business has also been changing since the technological alteration. Record companies and music artists must actively explore new ways of finding revenue generators for their music. Physical album marketing was effective only until the birth of MP3; which since then, the mixture of Internet and MP3 have deteriorated the old method. Online music technology, such as MP3 and AAC formats are the beginning of a new age of technology, which without doubt will significantly affect music industry [9]. The major companies have sought to adapt to the challenges of software formats and Internet distribution systems through litigation, diversifying through multimedia, seeking to add new revenue streams (such as ring tones and merchandising) while promoting transparency so that people can see the value added by labels in the networks of the musical economy [8].

The major companies have sought to adapt to the challenges of software formats and Internet distribution systems through litigation, diversifying through multimedia, seeking to add new revenue streams (such as ring tones and merchandising) while promoting transparency so that people can see the value added by labels in the networks of the musical economy [8]. Different business models, for example those introduced by On-line Music and Music-Broker, sees to reformulate the musical economy by re-intermediating musical value chains. This contains efforts to profoundly reconfigure opportunities within the industry, such as challenging the concept of the ‘album’, or a ‘single’ to be more efficient and effective in the market.

Since music sharing had become very common, buying music in form of physical such as CD’s or cassettes is now not anymore become an option. Music artists in developed and developing countries often renovate some business models to persist. The innovation comprises of finding new artists, new revenue stream, and new marketing and distribution strategy [10]. We can obviously see that the problems in the music industry is indeed because the traditional business model of physical album was falling and revenues also profits declined rapidly. CD sales had been decreasing significantly, while alternate formats for music distribution such as iTunes have grown more important. We can eventually say that in this present day, the ‘old’ business model is no longer functioning – while it is still also unclear regarding how the ‘new’ business model will be – in terms of effectivity and efficiency [11]. Koster (2011) mentioned that after almost ten years of turmoil, some trends appear in the music industry as a whole, but do not yet see very specific business models: continuous steep declines of CD sales, partly compensated by increasing digital sales; profusion of different models for digital music revenues; aggressive moves of concert promoters into the recording business and the webcasting of concerts; moves of labels into the concert business; fusion of the two main components of the music industry [12].

C. Characteristics

Several earlier studies that examined the characteristics of pop songs are collected. Tagg (1982) argues that popular music cannot be analyzed using only the traditional tools of musicology since popular music, is conceived for mass distribution to large and often socio-culturally heterogeneous groups of listeners; stored and distributed in non-written form; only possible in an industrial monetary economy where it becomes a commodity and; in capitalist society, subject to the laws of ‘free’ enterprise, according to which it should ideally sell as much as possible of as little as possible to as many as possible [13].

Even though Tagg (1982) argued with such statements, formerly, Boyle (1981) examined students’ preferences in popular music. He compared responses of students in grades five, seven, nine, eleven, and college, as well as responses of students with different experience and background characteristics. Results exposed that characteristics such as the melody, mood, rhythm, and lyrics of a selection were the most important reasons for preference. Sociocultural variables generally were viewed as less important [14].

Popular music has also been linked to engaged directly with the youth consumers due to its everydayness, the ways in which it is woven into everyday life and is often insignificant and mundane [15]. Popular culture often doesn’t have to mean anything but can be handy to pass the time, to fill a silence or to entertain in rather banal ways. I would argue that popular music is sometimes meaningful, in certain instances, but not always [15]. Hence, popular music is still able to be characterized. In this study, pop music characteristics will adapt some of the pop music traits studied by Boyle (1981).

D. Adopt, Absorb, Innovate

Dynamic capability [16] was intended in the beginning as a set of ideas to help explicate scope economies, flexibility, adaptability, integration, and disintegration. The contemporary focus on changing technology has spurred increasing focus on organizational change and how environments and the histories of business firms shape organizational forms, practices, and competencies. The dynamic capabilities framework is offered as a guide to the understanding of complex business organizations and contemporary management practices in high performing enterprise [17].

The building blocks of dynamic capability [16] consists of adaptive, absorptive, and innovative capability [18]. Firms must continually adapt with the emerging industry environment, absorb new ways of generating revenues, and also actively engaged in crafting innovation. Specifically, this study argues that every stakeholder – primarily artists and record companies – must contemplate vigorously in order to find the ways to continue producing music as the music landscape in Indonesia have shown vibrant changes in the past ten years.

Studies regarding how dynamic capability framework been used in various industries were gathered. Studies have shown that dynamic capability has assisted firms and companies in surviving the business environment in their respective
industries. For instance, in industries such as typesetter [19], automobiles and mainframes [20], food [21], semiconductor [22], and hospitality [23]. However, research that examine the role of dynamic capability in creative industry, particularly in music industry has been lacking. Nevertheless, with former analysis of how dynamic capability help firms to strive in the rapid business environment – with adaptive, absorptive, and innovative capacity as the moderating role – this study applies this theoretical groundwork for future recommendations for artists and music firms to endure in the emerging music industry.

This study argues that dynamic capability can also be used in the creative industry, which focus on the talent development of the artists [24]. One of the example regarding how the music industry had been changing is that albums are distributed not only in the music stores, but also in minimarkets, gas station, fast food restaurants [10]. Henceforth, understanding dynamic capability for those doing the music business is crucial with the aim of finding most effective business model. It is highly vital for firms to understand the aspect of dynamic capability so that they can assess and reconstruct its business model which fit with the existing market environment, particularly in the music industry.

III. ANALYSIS
A. Technological Revolution

It is crystal clear that technology – the internet predominantly – have completely changed the music business landscape. Physical album distribution through cassettes and CD’s does not effectively become the main revenue generator as in the early 1980’s. In Indonesia, two of the most remarkable music stores have stopped their business operations which are Aquarius [25] and Disc Tarra [26]. They have changed their strategies to online music selling as their primary channel. This study firmly believes that their strategic intention to stop distributing physical album is not without any reason. This momentous occurrence is supported by the previous study [27] that music consumers’ have shifted their behavior from buying physical albums – mainly in the 1908’s to the 1990’s era – to digital download or streaming in the present circumstances. Consumers can directly browse and stream through YouTube, Spotify, and other music streaming medias. In fact, consumers massively tend to explore music through these digital platforms before they continued to purchase the songs or albums [28].

Radio, on the other hand, is also proposed to be one of the most effective distribution channel of popular music which focuses on broadcasting trending singles to the society. Consumers targeted by radio in this study are mainly teenagers and young adult in the age of 17 to 30. Singles – compared to whole albums – can generate significant relevance and greatly attract music listeners’ and consumers as it distributed through radio and streaming services. Songs from artists such as Raisa, Rizky Febian, Afgan, Peterpan, Kerispatih, were frequently played through the radio, available in online streaming services which then resulted in rapid increase of popularity. One example that support this argument is Rizky Febian’s song of *Kesenjaraan Cinta* that was first published on August 11th 2015 in YouTube, and within ten months it has resulted total of 28 million views [29] which roughly equivalent with 93.000 views per day.

B. Characteristics

This section will explore the characteristics of popular music in different eras. Characteristics on this study are categorized by its group (e.g. solo, band, or vocal group), mood (e.g. relaxing, enjoyable, energizing, melancholic), song theme (e.g. love, broken-hearted, daily life situations, protests, nationalism) and lyrics (e.g. poetics, rhyme, story-telling). This study only exploits limited samples from various artists, hence it might not generalize and contribute to the complete big picture of the industry at that time. However, these samples are representative as not only the Rolling Stone Magazine evaluation that is used in this study, also the author’s point of view and also author’s rigorous discussion with numerous musicians and music listeners in Indonesia.

In exploring the characteristics of prominence pop music artists in the 80’s to 90’s era, reliable literature resources are lacking. Nevertheless, Rolling Stone Indonesia online magazine – which is the most reliable magazine in the field of Indonesian music – has discussed and ranked the popular artists according to some of traits such as their popularity, sales, productivity, and market penetration. Koes Plus, Iwan Fals, Chrisye, Slank, and Dewa 19 on this study are proposed to be the most valuable artists on the respective era [4]. This study does not able to track the amount of sales, total download, or total streaming views of these artists due to limited resource availability. Without doubt, these artists have been widely known in Indonesian music industry in the particular era even until the present day. Top tracks for these artists are summarized on the Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Top Tracks</th>
<th>Mood, Theme and Lyrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slank Type: Group Band</td>
<td>Terlalu Manis, Ka Tak Bisa, Anyer 10 Maret, Kamu Harus Pulang, Virus, Orkes Sakit Hati, Mawar Merah, I Miss You but I Hate You, Moafkan, Bolikin.</td>
<td>Mood: Energizing, Enjoyable Theme: Love, daily lives Lyrics: story-telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwan Fals Type: Solo</td>
<td>Yang Terlupakan, Ibu, Bongkar, Bento, Jijikan Aku Menyanggumu, Ujung Aspal Ponok Gede, Kemersam, Aku Bukan Pilihan, Sarjana Muda, Buka Ini Aja Pinjam</td>
<td>Mood: Energizing, Melancholic Theme: Love, Protest Lyrics: Poetic, story-telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewa 19 Type: Group Band</td>
<td>Cinta Gila, Kangen, Papua, Risalah Hati, Separuh Nafas, Takkkan Ada Cinta Yang Lain, Cinta kan Membaratamu Kembali, Kamulah Satu</td>
<td>Mood: Energizing, Melancholic Theme: Love, Broken-Hearted, Melancholic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We used YouTube to illustrate the popularity of these remarkable popular music artists according to the total video clip views. Table 2 demonstrates the artist, its popular songs, and total cumulative views based on the popular songs listed. Artists shown in Table X are mainly those active in the 2000’s to 2016.

Table 2 Various Modern Indonesian Popular Music Artists in YouTube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Popular Songs</th>
<th>Mood, Theme and Lyrics</th>
<th>Total Views</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peterpan</td>
<td>Kukatakan dengan Indah, Semua Terting Satunya, Roman Pecisan, Kirana</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
<td>40,486,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila on</td>
<td>Dun, Pernjau Rahasia, Lapung Dida, Muda, Saja, Seberupa Pantas, Hari Bersama</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
<td>52,704,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulus</td>
<td>Jatuh Hati, LDR, Peneran Hati, Terjebak Galau, Kiwi</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
<td>48,267,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisa Andriana</td>
<td>Jatuh Hati, LDR, Peneran Hati, Terjebak Galau, Kiwi</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
<td>45,345,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iyana Sarasvati</td>
<td>Kas Adalah, Tetap Dalam Jiwa</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
<td>63,151,229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the above analysis of how Indonesian popular music had been evolving in the past thirty years, similar patterns are gathered. Those determine the popularity level in each era have their unique type of group, mood, theme, and lyrics. As previously been discussed, this study focuses on the trend that emerged in the past, present, and predicting the future. Period of the past era is between 1980’s to 2000’s, present era of 2000’s to 2016, while future era is on the 2020’s. This grouping is determined due to some revolutionary changes in a particular period – when MP3 was first produced, it was around 1996 to 1997, and my analysis argues that in the early 2000’s – within three years after MP3 launched – the music industry landscape changed globally. Table 3 summarizes the unique characteristics on the past and present era. Prediction on the future era will be discussed individually by the basis of the past and present era.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Each characteristics summary drawn on Table X is based on generalizing the samples of which these samples represent the most valuable artists in each respective era. It can be seen from Table X that during the last thirty years, Indonesian popular music has shown identical characteristics according to the mood, theme, and lyrics while it also addresses slight changes in the type of group. We will first discuss the mood, theme, and lyrics which later ends with examining the type of groups.

It is without doubt that popular music is first characterized by its enjoy-ability. In the 1980’s to the 2000, people can still enjoy music through varying theme from relationship, broken-hearted, parents, politics, and daily lives. Musicians could express their musicality towards different areas of theme. Artists were still able to explore creativities, as the music industry were still supported by physical albums selling and music televisions. In this particular era, group bands and solos were also very famous in the Western music industry. This popularity also affected the Indonesian music from the producers and also listeners.

Nevertheless, in modern Indonesian music market enjoy-ability is insufficient. Pop songs also need to ‘touch’ the heart of the listeners, while also easy to be remembered. ‘Touching’ the heart means the song need to be directly connected with the present situation of its listeners. As we have already discussed in previous section, pop music listeners are those teenagers to young adults – of which, the main problem of these type of consumers is indeed relationships. In Indonesia, the culture of ‘galau’ is well known (galau in Indonesia means being highly melancholic due to relationships problem). In Indonesian pop music market, popular songs can also be identified as ‘lagu galau’ or a truly melancholic song. This unique characterization is because most of the teenagers and young adults, tend to sing this melancholic song to express their feelings through the song. This particular idiosyncratic of ‘galau’ is not that popular in the past era. Surely, in the past era the specific pop music consumers might also had the same problem with present situation, but this ‘galau’ term has already been an epidemic culture through the present teenagers and young adults compared to the past – which make love and broken-hearted theme very popular in the present market.

Type of group have shown significant changes in the observed period. Before the early 2000’s, physical album sales were still become the primary source of revenue for music producers. By the time the MP3 changed the landscape of the music industry, music producers gradually needed to adapt with

Table 1 Various Former Prominent Indonesian Popular Music Artists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Top Tracks</th>
<th>Mood, Theme and Lyrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raisa Andriana</td>
<td>Jatuh Hati, LDR, Peneran Hati, Terjebak Galau, Kiwi</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila on</td>
<td>Dun, Pernjau Rahasia, Lapung Dida, Muda, Saja, Seberupa Pantas, Hari Bersama</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterpan</td>
<td>Kukatakan dengan Indah, Semua Terting Satunya, Roman Pecisan, Kirana</td>
<td>Enjoyable, Melancholic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the changing market situation. Group bands inevitably needed higher revenues and higher costs of producing rather than solos. Therefore, in contrasts the past and the present era, extreme changes were observed: from group bands to solos, as solos can generate higher efficiency compared to a group of people in one band. This study argues that the TV industry had also doomed group bands – either consciously or unconsciously – through ‘instant’ lip-sync performance of group bands in the early 2000’s which make the real performance of the group band is not seen as the primary quality. Hence, more soloist artists born, and with higher efficiency, instant popularity, and how the television industry shaped the image of a group band, soloist are becoming more popular in the present day.

Nonetheless, we can clearly see that the pattern over the last thirty years regarding the theme and the lyric is amongst love and broken-hearted, presented with – mostly poetic – and storytelling lyric; while also enjoyable and often very much melancholic. Meanwhile, type of group predicted in this industry is more soloist in the future due to higher efficiency, easier to develop. If the TV industry remains presenting music bands with present quality of lip-sync, music bands will still become underdogs in Indonesian pop music industry.

For marketing distribution, the patterns can easily be seen. First, there was physical albums which comprises of cassettes and CD’s, while secondly, consumers shift to the internet services to stream for music, and specifically in Indonesian market, radio also have important role in marketing pop music artists. There are various internet streaming services, however, this study argues that YouTube, iTunes, and Spotify are the most effective medium to distribute music to Indonesian society, while still, artists and producers shall cooperate with popular radio stations in Indonesia to regularly playback their music in the radio as this also considered highly powerful in marketing popular music to teenagers and young adults.

IV. CONCLUSION

Technology and cultures indeed play important role in the development of popular music in Indonesia. From physical album to digital downloads, from wide-range of expressions, to focus on love and broken-heart. Popular music in Indonesia has shown consistent pattern in terms of mood, melody, and lyrics while the type of musical group has shown considerable changes due to revolutionary changes in music industry landscape. Based on the review on past events on music market, this study also contributes to forecast the trend of Indonesian popular music in the 2020.

This study is not without any limitation. Samples on this study only represent few of Indonesian pop artists. This study also categorizes the pop music on limited aspects. Also, further studies are need to determine how to craft the most effective and efficient marketing strategy in Indonesian market. Hence, a clearer image to respond to the music industry in the 2020 can be illustrated with additional focus on this Indonesian music industry.
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